
 

This Firefox extension makes it easy and fast to remove the watermark from DownloadHelper. Like other DownloadHelper extensions, you can easily remove all watermarks with one click. This is especially useful if you're installing a new Downloadhelper browser addon and want to avoid the hassle of removing each watermark manually. Installation is quick and easy: simply download this free
extension for your browser, restart your browser, visit downloadhelper. com/watermark, and click on the "Remove Watermark" button. As DownloadHelper's popularity grew, many download sites started to watermark the top of every page with the DownloadHelper logo, URL, and large green text stating "download support by downloadhelper.com." This made it nearly impossible to browse the site
without being annoyed. The green text also posed a problem for people who want to use screen-reader programs or read online content via text-to-speech programs. So in early years of 2010 DownloadHelper released their first extension for Firefox users called WaterMark Remover which removes all watermarks from DownloadHelper supported websites. Watermark Remover works by directly
contacting the DownloadHelper servers for each website. This means that if a watermark is moving or will be disappeared after 1 minute it will still be removed because the web server usually does not respond to requests within 1 minute. It can take up to 10 seconds after you install the extension before all watermarks are removed, but I highly recommend not using this extension until you have visited
each page of a DownloadHelper supported site. Watermark Remover works automatically on all pages without any need for extra settings or configuration. You can download Watermark Remover by visiting this page .

WaterMarkRemover introduces two features to help improve user experience: error logging and dialog generation. When a request fails for any reason, a new error is logged. This can be helpful to the extension developer by collecting more information about the failures. For the user, this error logging can give them more confidence that their requests are being automatically retried. In addition to
collecting errors, this also displays a dialog box with any error messages or warnings from server-side code that may have been caught. The window includes an option to retry the failed request as well as an option to resubmit all one-time requests in one fell swoop.

The following sections will walk you through setting up Firefox with WaterMark Remover, then using WaterMark Remover for various tasks. Set Up Firefox with WaterMark Remover Before using this extension, you'll need to set up Firefox to work with it. This involves visiting a website and agreeing to a digital signature. For the following steps, the web page should display a lock icon in the
address bar at the bottom of your browser window. If you do not see this lock icon next to the URL, close your browser and try this step again later. Note: Be sure not to close any windows while these steps are being completed or else you will have to start over again.
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